To enter for your chance to win head to our instagram: 1. Follow both @patchwork_it and
@knotandpop 2. Tag a friend in the comments of the competition post on instagram. 1
winner. Ends 2/11/17. Full Ts&Cs below.
COMPETITION T&C’S
Terms & Conditions
The Patchwork x Knot & Pop Collaboration instagram Competition is open to residents of
the UK aged 18 or over, excluding employees of the Promoter: Patchwork or their affiliate
companies, their families, cohabitants, agents and anyone connected with the promotion.
No purchase necessary. The winner must be available to travel to Seven Sisters in London on
a date that suits you both, any time before the 18/12/2018.
To enter, you must comment on the competition post and FOLLOW @patchwork_it and
@knotandpop so we can see your entry to the competition. The start date of the promotion
is 26/10/2017 5.45pm. The closing date by which entries must be received is 2/11/2017
23.59pm. This competition will run for 7 days from the start date ONLY.
Prize
There will be 1 winner ONLY. The winner will receive a two hour consultation with Susie
Young, Founder of Knot & Pop and K&P Consults. The prize is as stated, is non-transferable
and there is no cash alternative. Should the original prize, or any part of it, become
unavailable for any reason whatsoever, Patchwork may substitute a prize of comparable or
greater value.
Winner Selection
The Free Prize Draw will be carried out on 3/11/2017. The prize-winner will be picked at
random. The prize-winner will be announced on the @patchwork_it instagram on
3/11/2017. The winner will also be notified via direct message on instagram and email
within 7 days of the Free Prize Draw. Should the prize-winner not respond to the email
within 14 days, Patchwork reserves the right to allocate the prize to another entrant. The
result of the Free Prize Draw is final and no correspondence will be entered into.
General
If Patchwork is unable to satisfy certain terms and conditions of this promotion due to
circumstances beyond its reasonable control, they may modify such terms accordingly or, if
necessary, suspend or discontinue the promotion. By entering the Free Prize Draw, entrants
agree to be bound by these terms and conditions and that their names and counties of
residence may be released if they win the prize. Entrants agree that Patchwork shall be
entitled to use the entrants’ quotes in any publicity material. Promoter: Patchwork, 7b
Harefield Road, Brockley, London, SE4 1LW

